
Geneva Glen Camp 
2016  Glen Breeze—Alumni Edition 

   
Dear GG Friends, 

 

It’s hard to describe just HOW Geneva Glen continues 
to grow!  It’s not in a conventional sense of expanding 
resources, growth of assets, enlarging cabins, more beds to 
accommodate another raft of kids … it’s a growth more 
spiritual. It comes as GG’s collective heart expands. The 
growth is in treasure, the inestimable value the alums 
sense and see; the evidence that camp is as wonderful as it 
was ―back-in-the-day!‖  It is certainly recognized when we 
see how the list of Geneva Glen progeny continues to 
grow!  And we can certainly see how much the place is 
loved now more than ever.  We wanted to report this 
information to you in addition to the progress we continue 
to see in the perpetual improvements to facilities.  Some of 
you know we needed to drill a new well to replace the 
good ol’ dug well, #4 down next to the barn, and that 
makes it the second new well in as many years, this is so 
valuable and important, and camp will greatly benefit!   

Next, we’re so grateful for the acquisition of ―Lee’s 
Place‖ the house and one-acre lot just above Vespers Hill.  
This was an unexpected opportunity that effortlessly fell 
into place.  Well, not completely, and not without lots of 
time and effort by our Board President, Steve Brownson, 
in his role as listing agent!  That helped in no small 
measure!  Lee’s Place is compassionately remembered as 
the house where Hazel lived, a loving Indian Hills resident 
who was known for her popularity and her kindness to 
animals of all kinds, and to all her neighbors.  Lee was her 
son and lived there many years after Hazel’s passing—he 
passed this spring, and the seller is so grateful that GG 
could acquire this property.  Our Pendragons will clean 
and fix up this old cabin, and then we’ll know the best 
direction to go.  We are grateful to have another slice of 
property contiguous to Camp and Taos Road, mostly for 
security and for opportunities to expand the program in 
that area.  Many thanks to Steve’s help for his help with 
this. 

Another significant event is about to begin: the first 
section of our property will undergo natural conservation 
including fire mitigation, and forest management.  We’ve 
watched patiently for three years now, and we’ll be able to 
begin the first tree harvest in early December.  We have 

acquired permission to begin this as 
well as a significant amount of 
funding that comes through the 
Jefferson Conservation District – 
one of the programs funded by the 
Farm Bill.  This group will be 
indispensable with their support, but 
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it is a huge commitment and we will count on our 
alums, camp organizations and families to help us raise 
the funds to match what will be supplied by the 
District.  At the conclusion of the project (a duration of 
five to eight years!), we will see the fire danger  
dramatically reduced, the health and strength of the 
forest will be restored, our water resources will be 
positively benefitted, erosion control measures in place, 
and so much more!    

And speaking of growth—how about GG’s 95th 

birthday!!  Yes, it’s easy for us to anticipate the camp’s 

―Centennial,‖ five years hence, but  it’s already to the 

point where nobody alive remembers the camp’s 

beginning—it’s all in the story-telling, historical 

documents, and the evidence of camp’s ongoing 

evolution.  So, mark your calendar—Labor Day 

Weekend, September 1-4, 2017!  You’ll hear more of 

course! 

“Fidelity‖ was GG’s theme for 

this summer.  It’s a constant that 

most veteran campers care about 

camp.  But the substance of 

fidelity for this summer’s theme 

was about caring FOR camp!  A 

key seemed a proper symbol 

and easily translated back to our 

classic tale, Sir Roland guarding 

the castle gate.  The fidelity 

Roland showed was so much 

deeper than loyalty, it was a solid commitment to a 

promise he made.  As this theme seeped into our staff’s 

psyche, our craft queens, Kathryn Chase, and Mady 

Rhodenbaugh came up with a splendid amalgamation 

of a key and ―buy-in‖ for all the staff to pledge their 

allegiance to our campers, program, facilities, and 

values toward this cause.  The key was painted on a 

canvas and each of the 100 leaders in-turn left one 

finger print in silver, gold, or bronze, as a stamp of their 

indelible dedication to the theme and to GG’s success 

for 2016.  Looking back, indeed it was! 

OK so, enjoy your Glen Breeze!    

HAVE A WONDERFUL 

HOLIDAY SEASON, we look 

forward to seeing you soon!   

Love,        Ken & Nancy 
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Alum News 
From the Mailbox    

We love opening mail and hearing so much wonderful 
news from countless folks. Keep in touch and we'll 
help you keep in touch with your Geneva Glen friends!  

 

1940s & ‘50s 

JEANIE ALBRIGHT LOWRY regrets she could not attend 
the August gathering honoring her cousin, Diane 
Gilmore.  We are sorry that she no longer has her little 
pink “Tug” to chug-around Newport Bay!   She has 
almost promised to sign up for the 95th!!   
THEO SHREEVE RUSSEL, from Huntington Beach 
California, recalls big-band dancing, going to Elitch 
Gardens, and Ladies bracelets.  She was visiting with her 
sister, SARA CAILE.   In 1954, BEVERLY MCCANCE recalls 
her time at camp with puppies, and a paint horse.  
(Could that be Apache, or perhaps Ming Toy?!)   
 

1960s 

Good news from JOHN BARKER (’62-’68) who will visit 
his sister, Joanne, in Longmont and will play Santa to GG 
with a pack full of photo slides from his college days at 

Ceremony, tradition, and awards ... 

… are the quintessence of the Glen.  Among the many 
accolades in 2016, several progeny were beneficiaries 
and recognized for their leadership:  MADDIE 
DIEDERICHS, daughter NIKKI DIEDERICHS, and 
granddaughter of JANET HELMSTAEDTER.  ANNIE 
BREWSTER, progeny of BECKY REIMERS.  CHLOE 
ROSSIER, daughter of ELLEN ZWEIG, all received Roses 
this summer.  The LEDERER twins, EMILY and MATT, 
ended the summer respectively with a Ladies disk, and a 
Gold Star.  Their grandfather is Dr. Robert Lederer.  
DOMINIQUE LACROIX, granddaughter of BILL and LORIE 
AMASS, wears a bracelet with all 13 charms.  CARLEE 
FLYNN, daughter to JENNIFER LEE, now also wears the 
gold Ladies disk.  In American Heritage, PETER SWEENEY 
received the Prosperity Feather.  He is grandson to 
ELIZABETH EWY. 
   Geneva Glen stands alone with its history and tradition 
in the Knighthood program.  It’s become a mark of 
esteem for the campers and staff when we are visited 
by former monarch’s the night of the Pulling of the 
Sword!  As always, the sword and wreath are strong 
symbols and signify devotion to the Knighthood ideals.  
This year’s monarchs stand with past years kings and 
queens who were there to feel the energy again! 
   The visitors at Diane’s gathering also appreciated her 
name on our Memory Wall.  Sadly, we will include 
honoring three more names as Phil KONKEL, KAREN 
TYNER VOIGHT, AND GAYLE LOVELESS are remembered 
this fall.    
   Two former CITs from 1960 passed on, each leaving a 
distinct signature of their devotion to the Glen.  Phil 
Konkel would respond quite often to our “Throwback 
Thursday” photos.  Phil, who was a teacher in Seattle, 
supported camp’s progress, stayed in regular touch, 
sending dozens of small radios when he learned of our 
KGLN radio station.  We are indebted to Phil as he left 
the Glen a generous bequest to camp.   
   Lady Karen Tyner Voight passed in September, and her 
daughter Nancy will spread her ashes at GG in the 
spring.  Her strongest “charms” were her Cross, for 
Courage, and the Joy of humor which permeated her 
personality and character.   As we recognize friends’ 
names etched into the Memory Wall, we can’t help but 
reminisce over the depth of friendships this place 
embraces.    

1960 CITs     Left to Right – front row: 

PEGGY HILL, JAN RHODES, PAT DEASON, MARCIA 

IRVING, KAREN TYNER, ANNETTE EWING, JUDY 

WILKERSON 

Back row: CHUCK WHITE, DON BROUN, LARRY DYER, 

JOHN FRISBEE, PHIL KONKEL 

Geneva Glen Camp 
P.O. Box 248 
Indian Hills, CO  80454

www.genevaglen.org 
ggcamp@genevaglen.org 

303-697-4621 
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camp.  We have a photo in one of the scrapbooks 
MARCIA IRVING PETERANETZ makes, that includes John 
Barker performing in the Little Theater, and in the Old 
Auditorium.   Great to talk to NANCY HARDIN who may 
have a bona fide progeny to enroll this summer.  Her 
nephew, who has Hardin for his middle name, may be 
attending.  HOLLY GRIFFIN ROMIG and JENNIFER ROMIG 
paid us a World Friendship visit helping in a myriad of 
ways and lapping up what tidbits they could from the 
ever-changing-yet-ever-the-same GG culture!  That 
GRIFFIN sense of humor never gets old.  They took joy in 
refurbishing the “Griffin Bench” which honors Holly’s dad, 
JOHN, who was a camper in the 1930s!  Great to have 
Cowgirl BARB (BARBARA WISE TENBROOK) back in the 
Rocky Mountains again.   After several self-less years of 
loyalty to her California family, Barb is finally able to 
return to where her “heart beats true.”  We always value 
Barb’s bizarre love for the “Tumes,” (our Costume “Room 
of Requirement!”) … and of course her generosity to the 
barn and her equine residents.  Great to have her back 
for the Round Table!  Good to reminisce with MARTY 
HOSE WELTI!  She sent photos of her three memorable 
years with KAREN TYNER (‘61, ‘62, and ’63).  In those 
days, counselors were sometimes kept together for an 
entire summer if the duo was outstanding.  According to 
their campers, indeed it was!  Marti, and TB (as Tyner was 
lovingly referred to!) were in Cabin 7 with teen gals, like 
NANCY NETHAWAY, and BETSY LONG.  Other names, 
CINDY CAREY, GAIL WILSON, and DEBBIE PFAUTSCH. 
  

1970s 

Grateful to RICK ROADRUCK’S wood-carving knack as he 
has made a giant flying arrow sign to Vespers Hill out of a 
time-worn beam.  Rick’s semi-retirement allows him 
some blissful hours to create in wood treasured 
accoutrements for camp.  He also recently brought us a 
rustic sign made of redwood planks which states 
“Backwoods BBs.”  Glad CYNTHIA FARST, mid 70s, visited 
during summer.   
 

 

1980s 

For how many of you is this face 
familiar!? A great treat to enjoy 
the focus, talent, and work ethic 
of STUART CORNELL!  He has 
moved back to the US of A from 
Venezuela , and is living in Utah 
with wife, Jasmine, and daughter 
Sequoia.  Stu took a rare delight 
introducing Sequoia to his 
favorite place.  Sequoia is quite a 

“horse whisperer,” and seemed to enjoy her first 
Knighthood adventure.   
October brought many visitors, among them the 
infamous CHRIS KLEIN, caretaker of the badge: “Have you 
Flogged Your Crew Today?!”  Chris toured --- was in 
rapture --- as he got to really digest so many facility 
improvements, both obvious and the more subtle kind, 
like the new well above the barn and wellhouse!  Also, 
Cabin 12 and plans for expansion of the staff parking lot, 
and the summer crew project laying steps up the steep 
mountain to Hilltop!  Thanks to Chris who gave us an 
official Denver Bronco Super Bowl Champions flag that 
proudly waves from our new (and more hefty) flag pole 
on Boys Hill!   
Good to catch up with MARYANNE LANTINI HEALY , from 
Connecticut, who put us in touch with that great camp 
nurse from her day at GG, MARY BETH BAFFOE.  Mary 
Beth resides just down the hill in Littleton.  She sent 
some costumes and one was a star-studded gown perfect 
for the Good Witch in the WIZARD OF OZ for the World 
Friendship musical!  Great Facebook photo of KEVIN 
DICUS, and CASEY CARR lunching in Rome.  Casey runs a 
travel agency in Big Dallas, and Dicus is still in Italy 
excavating those venerable ruins as a head archeologist.  
One of his project involves digging a trove from the 
Pantheon.    

 

1990s   
Pictured here are the faces of GG staff who fondly 
remember Matt Murphy (ARROW), 1990’s staffer who has 
made a successful music and theater career in New York.  
Matt’s family—wife & three kids—got to enjoy gulps of 
mountain Colorado air and some quality hiking at camp!  
Below—the raucous (and occasionally raunchy!) GG fans 
who wanted to see the work of a Tony Award producer, 
and it was a blast!  How could you go wrong with a 
comedy titled: “Sex Tips for a Straight Woman from a 
Gay Man”?!  The performance fit its name and all these 
folks squirmed in their seats with laughter or 
embarrassment!  We hope to see one or more of Matt 
and his family next summer! 
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Ken and Nancy had an incredible opportunity to take a 
river cruise along the Danube last August, which led to 
Vienna, and eventually to DANIEL BAER!  We had such 
quality time together and learned just an inkling of what 
he does as a Representative to the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe.  He had this 
responsibility since September, 2013 and will be headed 
back to the U.S. in January.   

 
2000s   
MACKENZIE (MACKEY) WORLEY DEMOOR is living the 
“absolute dream of marital bliss.”  Though she and her 
groom have moved to Redstone CO, we 
expect to see her appear from time to time at 
the camp barn – the other place of her 
absolute bliss … she even offered to clean 
toilets!  That’s so romantic Mackey! 

 

The cherished Geneva Glen Peace Prize was presented to a 

boy and girl camper: NOAH SCHWALGER, of Denver, and 

HELEN BECKER, of Lawrence, KS.  The award for Helen 

was especially poignant and meaningful as her uncle MATT 

LIVINGSTON was the first recipient of this award in 1980, 

long before Helen was even imagined!  Matt was loved by 

all, and was the epitome of Peace in all his relationships. 

Matt’s sister, Helen’s mother, CARRIE was thrilled. HELEN 

and NOAH  (arrow), accepted this reputed title of Peace 

Prize recipient; their names will adorn the plaque in the foyer 

of the Lodge.   

Speaking of familiar faces!  Mid-session Chapel services are 
always special and give us a  chance to slow down a little bit, 
and enjoy a “day of rest”!   
Often we host a GG alum to speak on a particular topic  relative 
to the camp’s theme.  We were so grateful to welcome past 
alums of the 70’s, 80’s, 90’s and 2000’s, Rick Roadruck (and his 
tie!), Eden Hankins, John Vogt, and Brian Sheehan who accept-
ed an invitation to address the camp.  They each spoke to the 
session’s theme and from their heart.  Campers are always at-
tentive and respectful, and whether or not they remember what’s 
been said, they carry away with them the love and inspiration 
these friends convey. 

Spotlight 

One of the top 5 

FUN days of the 

summer is Myths 

and Magic / Dirty 

Derby! 
Sand Castles in 

the volleyball 

court!  Go to page 

5 for more dirt! 
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AMERICAN HERITAGE 

Every four years GG’s own PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION (not ―the other one!!‖ )  sweeps us into some 

pretty unique stump speeches and promises for more store; 

shorter rest hours; and a gondola up to Hilltop!  Sixth 

grader, Jeff Witwer won the populist vote to be elected our 

President of the Glen.  During the debates, he was adept 

with concise answers, sincere attitude, and quick-witted 

challenges.  We think Jeff comes to this talent naturally as 

did his dad, Rob, a former camper, who was a Colorado 

House Representative in District 25! 

The only accolade that truly is just for fun and whole-

hearted dedication to being a kid is the MUDPIE KING AND 
QUEEN!   The absolute dirtiest and deserving of this honor 

this summer was JESSIE HUBERMAN, and CONNOR 

TETER (MOM, MEGAN LEDERER)!  We congratulate 

them!      And… pictured with them are counselors 

KEEGAN RUDMANN (MOM 

FLASH GORDON) &  CARLEE 

FLYNN (MOM JENNI LEE).  This 

photo is of Keegan and Carlee from 

years ago!  They were recognized 

because the two of them shared this 

award in 2001 (just like Jessie and Connor) when they 

attended Myths and Magic!   

 

Knighthood 
During the Knighthood session, Merlin’s Masque casts 

three campers to play Merlin in the three stages of his 

life.  JEANNIE LAFLEUR MONDRUS was ecstatic that 

her 8 year old, DAVID, pulled off one of the best 

performances of ―Little Merlin‖ at Merlin’s Masque, 

Knighthood I.  Thanks to Uncle Pete 

who got this awesome pose with the 

three wizards! (four, if you count the 

statue!) 

At the Pulling of the Sword during 

Knighthood II, Merlin is introduced 

to ―tell the tale,‖  and the appearance 

of a long-time Merlin was met with 

great surprise from New York City: 

MAX DICKTER!   

There’s typically ten or so past 

monarchs whom we introduce and 

fold into the event.  In the photo, this year’s monarch’s 

stand with past kings and queens who were there to feel 

the energy again!  King of the Glen was JACK SHAMS, 

and the Queen was PERRY 

ROMERO, daughter to MARGARET 

TALLMAN. Perry, coincidentally,  

felt quite at easy addressing ―his 

Highness‖ as ―cousin‖ since the two 

actually are cousins from the 

prodigious Tallman clan!   

Thank you to CARRIE DAVIS for a gift only she could 
provide!  As she saw photos of “Ladies of the Lake 
Dance” from 2015, she was astounded to notice the 
wilted costume was the same one she wore twenty 
years before!  Voila!  She made a perfect white 
dance skirt for our Lady of the Lake, PERRY 
ROMERO.  But going above and beyond, and 
knowing that Knighthood II has a “Mirror Dance,” 
with the Lady being reflected in the lake, she made 
and sent the same skirt and top in black for the 
reflective shadow!  Thanks a bunch Carrie!   The 
Pageant this summer broke another artistic barrier 
when GRACE ROMER, a competitive synchronized 
swimmer, brought the authentic Sword Excalibur 
out of the water to present to King Arthur.  It was a 
beautiful and dramatic addition to the Pageant!  
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NURSERY 

In June, JILL 
PERRY 
FITZPATRICK, 
husband Brett, 

and son Maddox welcomed Violet 
Grace into their lives.  That’s a prize 
winning shot!   
 

Congrats to MIKE HINDS, and lovely 
wife Kelly, as they welcome Chloe 
Kay to their family circle.  (The Hinds 
reputation precedes this little gal, so 
perhaps she will ameliorate that 
tradition.) 
Two favorite obstreperous camp 
characters were blessed with 
stork visits, and we wonder if 
their progeny will give their 
fathers heartburn in the next 
few years!!    
September 14th, 2016, BRUCE 
GALLAGHER and Tricia are proud 
parents to their son, Grayson.  Talk 
about a proud papa, and uncle, 
CHRIS.  We look forward to meeting 
this guy … he’s pretty cute in this 
photo.   
Please excuse some prejudice 
gloating over our newest grandchild, 
Amber Maria-Paz Klein, born 

October 20 to Susan and CHIP.  This 
rosebud arrived a bit early, but doing great 
- both her sister Astrid, and big brother, 
Asher, enjoy costuming her in a typical 
Klein fashion!   
One more IVA HACKER at the Glen!  For 

thirty years, the staunch widow from Garden City, 
Kansas, would cook for GG, bringing her dust-bowl thrift 
and ingenuity blended with a rustic culinary flair to 
make blue-ribbon corn fritters and heavenly rolls.  Her 
name was Iva Hacker, but all called her “Ma!”  This 
September, we received word from DONNA, CHARLIE’S 
wife, that son Trevor, and his wife, gave birth to Iva 
Delilah Hacker!  “We hope she won’t be overwhelmed 
trying to live up to her legendary grandma when she 
comes to Geneva Glen!”  Grapevine Baby News 
includes: MARK BEINDORFF, in August, baby: Marin.  
MIKAYLA NORCROSS is expecting soon!  JOANNA 
JACKSON CIANI is expecting pretty soon it would 
appear! :)     Dan and Sara Hazel Goldhamer –are in line 
for late March,  Mike Hazel and Diane Henderson, as 
well as Sarah Jackel Pardikes —soon as well! 

In a poignant and affirming gesture, CIARA GAY flew 
from New York to Colorado in August with fiancé, 
Richie Moriarty.  Families met and Ken conducted a 
small ceremony so her mother could attend.  Eithne 
Hughes, Ciara and Alana’s mother, was in Hospice care 
at a wonderful facility in Boulder.  A small band of loyal 
friends and family supported this ritual.  And then upon 
their arrival back east, a much more festive and full-

fledged early October 
ceremony occurred back in 
New York.  A teary-eyed 
ALANA GAY GOWIN, was the 
matron of honor, as Jeff held 
daughter Tenley and emotions 
ran high.  In Boulder, Eithne 

passed peacefully soon after the New York wedding. 
The Bealls are full of double glee as ANNIE and brother 
KEVAN tied eternal love-knots to their spouses this 
season.  We can well imagine the talent of wildflower 

fantasma that Annie brought to her 
nuptial!  Both brother Kevan and his sister 
Annie have always been loyal naturalists 
and modern day flower-children!  And 
Kevan we’re so happy to have had the 
chance to know and work with your 

ROBERT (WISE) as a counselor in ’12, and in our GG 
lives!  All the best!  

WEDDING BELLS 
  
Apparently 2016 was an exceptionally  
romantic year as we have enough chiming wedding 
bells for a full-fledged Christmas Eve!  CIARA GAY even 
wed twice!   
HILARY LOCKE’S celebration was officiated by her little 
brother, OWEN, who apparently did a bang-up job as 
the officiant!  His two, Lucky and Lizzie, got the “Cute” 
award in lederhosen and a dirndl dress.   
When DREW ANNEBERG and BRI SVOBODA read their 
vows in early October, it was officiated by their former 
Regis Professor, Sally Spencer Thomas, another GG 
friend!  Sally is the wife of RANDY and mother to Jax, 
Tanner, and Nick.  The wedding party included all three 
siblings.  We, of course, remember the sword -dancing 
brothers, ROY, KEN and DREW, with a strong perfor-
mance during Sword Soliloquy!  Congratulations to 
DREW and BRI, and felicitations to a long-time, three-
generations family, IRENE GAY, MERRILEE ANNEBERG, 
and AMY ANNEBERG! 
ERICK HANNA wed in July!  We know the Hanna’s, BILL 
and Cindy, are joyous adding Toni to their family.  The 
celebration will continue as Erick will be a father soon!   

Violet Grace 

Chloe Kay  

Grayson Gallagher 

Amber Maria-

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCOy9kfSzhMkCFVfdYwodGOAFmA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.drawinghowtodraw.com%2Fstepbystepdrawinglessons%2F2011%2F01%2Fhow-to-draw-cartoon-stork-holding-newborn-baby-
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Geneva Glen Young Alums! 
Another wonderful banner year for the GGYA—and a new giving record to the Geneva Glen Scholarship 
Fund for their hard work!  This year over $9K will go to the GG  Scholarship Fund! The Beerfest event 
was terrific as usual, Pete Mahan bringing home the trophy for best brew along with Jon Mischke winner 
for artwork.   Hats off to the artists and craftsman for another successful showing:  JEFFRO, JOHNNY D., 
SCOTT WERT, CASS ROBISON, MARTY GALLOWAY, DREW ANNEBERG, ANNIE BREWSTER, 

KYLE HAAS, DAVIS WERT, JOEL BARBER, CASEY 
SWEENEY, ERICK HANNA, KARL ONSAGER.  Once 
again, they outdid themselves for humor, creativity, design and 
of course, taste!   
 

“Duck Poop 
Brown Ale!”  This 
legitimizes how it 

got it’s name!   
and 

all natural too! 

Through the miracle of the Internet, last spring we were able to find a number of historical documents that shed a light on the first few 

years of Geneva Glen’s existence. The first were monthly newsletters called ―Conference Pointers‖ (The first of the three sister camps 

was called Lake Geneva at Conference Point). These newsletters announced the birth of Geneva Glen and described the land and plan 

for early buildings in great detail leading up to Geneva Glen’s first summer. The second document, which made its appearance on 

eBay, was a ―Geneva Camperbook‖ from 1927 that outlines the program for the three ―Geneva‖ sister camps. The above photo and 

excerpt were taken from the Camperbook. In addition to the song lyrics above, the  Camperbook also contained the following quotes 

from campers that still resonate today: ―Geneva has made me a better daughter, sister, and friend and has shown me the way to true 

womanhood.‖ At Geneva, certain ideals I have looked for all my life are taught and lived.‖  ―The deeper I live and see how to live, 

the more elusive words become; so you’ll understand, won’t you, if my gratitude for what camp meant to me cannot be written?‖ 

 

Feb 11th, 2017…Save the date because we 

are going to party like its 1922!  Plan to join 
us for Geneva Glen’s Inaugural Fundraising 
Gala celebrating our 95th Anniversary.   
The Great Gatsby Gala, Saturday Feb 11th, 
at the University Club – cocktails, silent auc-
tion,  live auction, dinner, entertainment,   
celebration and tons of GG fun!  



THOMAS; Dave 
Thomas, great nephew 
to Harold Gilmore!  
Diane authored a 
biography on the 
Gilmore’s that is so 
compelling in filling in 
the larger picture of 
early Geneva Glen. 

At the October Round 
Table Annual meeting, CJ 
BACKUS (shown at right, 
with CINDY CAREY and JOY 
PEARSON) presented a 
binder filled with amazing 
historical documents that 
provide light to the birth of 
GG.  She is in this business 
now (CJ Piglet Research 
Company), and doesn’t that 
harmonize well with Geneva Glen!?  This will be such a 
valuable document as we approach the camp’s 95th 
birthday this coming September.    

Here is a notable quote from a pioneer of the  
camping movement:  

1922, from Mr. John L. Alexander: ―The community of 

life today is groaning for trained altruistic leaders, and we have 

as little right to expect it to turn up itself as we would to expect 

to reap wheat from an un-sewed  field.‖   

You will recall earlier this year that we announced the 
passing of a stalwart GG legend, DIANE GILMORE ROSS.  
On the middle Sunday of World Friendship, the chapel 
was enriched with memories that a small group shared 
as we hosted a tribute to Diane.  The informal atmos-
phere allowed for stories and songs, and nostalgic hints 
at her importance in keeping GG alive after Mr. 
Gilmore’s accident in the early 1950s.  Of course there 
were songs and iconic as well as delightfully funny 
memories.  In attendance: PAT DEASON MEYER, LYNNE 
DEASON ROBISON, DAN WARNER, KAREN DEAN & TOM 
YERKEY, CINDY CAREY, CJ BACKUS, CATHY GORDON 
RUDMANN, SALLY REED AND LEW KINGDOM, DAVID 
AND DIANE ARIKI, HOLLY GRIFFIN ROMIG, JOY PEARSON, 
GEORGE YETTER (Diane’s grandson), NICK THOMAS, 
MOLLY &  JEFF ROBISON, BRIA HAMPELMEN, KEN & 
NANCY FISK ATKINSON.  It was fun when Nick Thomas 
(member of this year’s Work Crew!) and George Yetter 
(Teenage Camper) discovered their relation to one 
another this summer:  Nick: grandson to DAVE 
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Camp map and Trail Guide! 
On the Geneva Glen ―Bucket List,‖ there has been an 

upgrade in the way we map the property.  Even if you hiked 

the GG trails and got lost, you’d still wind up in some 

neighbor’s yard!  But better to have a real map and not alarm 

the neighbors!  So Reid, Jeffro, and a team of students 

(below) from The Art Institute of Colorado (thanks to Jay 

Peteranetz) turned this project into a wonderful trail map and 

a map of the camp proper – sort of like a ski-trail map!  It’s 

really nicely done and we’re ready to show it off! 



Alum  Progeny for 2016 Summer 

382 of our campers—about one third of ALL enrolled kids—come to GG as progeny of alums!  And these 
are just campers!  About a third of all staff members are also GG alums.  Talk about a family!  ―Cherishing 

the past, seeding the future‖ is in immediate evidence in this list below, and Geneva Glen’s greatest asset! 

Knighthood I  Progeny Knighthood I  Progeny 

Stella Addis 
Alexandra Allen 
Portia Allen 
Remy Allen 
Brady Allison 
Samuel Allison 
Brody Ambroggio 
Logan Ambroggio 
Miles Ambroggio 
Jake Ammann 
Murphy Ammann 
Elizabeth 
Anderson 

James Anderson 
Annabel Atkins 
Oliver Atkins 
Paige Augustine 
Petra Augustine 
Emily Austad 
William Austad 
Ethan Aycock 
Nova Badrena 
Ashlyn Bailey 
Georgia Paige 
Bailey 

Kendall Baldwin 
Anna Barrow 
Charlie Barrow 
Zeke Battersby 
Daphne 
Baumgartner 

Zegen Beasley 
Helen Becker 
Henry Blue 
Tucker Blue 
Avery Bohlen 
Andrew Bonora 
Ronan Borus 
Anastasia Branas 
Elizabeth Bryson 
Samantha 
Bryson 

Allison Burkhart 
Matthew Burkhart 
Erin Burns 
Nathan Burns 
Avery Busch 
Kayla Calvert 
Connor Capoot 
Brigid Cassidy 
Seamus Cassidy 
Madison Castle 
Nico Chinea 
Annie Christie 
Elise Christman 
Logan Christman 
Joe Clark 

Josephine Clark 
Lily Clark 
Margaret Clark 
Sophie Clark 
Jacob Clayton 
Caroline Cramer 
Grant Cramer 
Morgan Crosse 
John Cunning-
ham 

Nathaniel 
Cunningham 

Brannum 
Cyphers 

Clara Cyphers 
Katie Dahlen 
Kagneyann Davis 
Logan Decker 
Paxton Decker 
Ryland Deegan 
Ella Deiner 
Grayson Deiner 
Jack Destefano 
Sophia 
Destefano 

Kaylie Droy 
Cassidy Dugdale 
Mckenna 
Dugdale 

Reese Dugdale 
Kaelin Dunn 
Blake Duris 
Hayes Dwyer 
Miles Dwyer 
Emma Elkjer 
Will Erkelens 
Caitlin Estes 
Riley Estes 
John Ewy 
Sarah Ewy 
Phoebe 
Fanganello 

Ashley Feldman 
Luc Filion 
Sonja Finholm 
Drew Finley 
Preston Fox 
Roan Freeman 
Lucy Frenkel 
Piper Fullerton 
Cadence Gamba 
Dempsey Gamba 
Rhyllah Gay 
Sierge Gay 
Arden Gerlach 
Emory Gerlach 

America 
Gonzalez 

Ava Gonzalez 
Mia Gonzalez 
Caroline Graham 
Elliot Graham 
Oliver Graham 
Lindsay Grey 
Sumner Grey 
Lucy Grylicki 
Molly Grylicki 
Everett Gulick 
Maclaren Gulick 
George Henry 
Hanzel 

Miles Hanzel 
Jesse Harpring 
Reese Hart 
Taylor Hart 
Jack Hawley 
Oscar Held 
Alma Hellerstein 
Jana-Helena 
Hellerstein 

Sequoia Hennigs
-Cornell 

Aaleyah Heringer 
Alejandra 
Heringer 

Ava Heringer 
Emily Hewetson 
Samantha 
Hewetson 

Eve Higgins 
Hadley Hodgson 
Harper Hodgson 
Carter Hoops 
Tobin Hoops 
Charlotte Horton 
Andrew Hummel 
Davis Hummel 
Gretchen 
Hummel 

Ginna Jacoby 
Robert Jacoby 
Finn Jent 
Jake Jent 
Alice Johnson 
Boden Johnson 
Bridger Johnson 
Charlotte 
Johnson 

Eric Johnson 
Jasper Johnson 
Mary Malone 
Johnson 

Sierra Johnson 

Sophia Johnson 
Walker Johnson 
Aidan Jonas 
Casey Jones 
Dillon Jones 
Caden Joseph 
Finley Joseph 
Rowan Joseph 
Tucker Joseph 
Jackie Joyce 
Kathryn Kane 
Margaret Kane 
Mary Kane 
Nelle Kanewske 
Sam Kanewske 
Emma Kaplan 
Max Kaplan 
Thatcher Kean 
Macy Keating 
Lilly Kehn 
Carter Elizabeth 
Kelly 

Jackson Kennell 
Riley Kidston 
William Kiley 
Remi Kingdom 
Riley Kingdom 
Hunter 
Kirkpatrick 

Turner Kirkpatrick 
Matthew Kirton 
Mikaela Kirton 
Asher Klein 
Astrid Klein 
Maggie Klein 
William Klein 
Cole Koeberer 
Brody Kopper 
Mia Kurtz 
Kayla Kutler 
Claudia Lacey 
Liam Lacey 
Avery Lankford 
Orson Lankford 
Mia Lanpher 
Matthew Leach 
Casey LeBlanc 
Noah LeBlanc 
Sarah Leczo 
Cooper Lees 
Taggart Lees 
Sofia Lewis 
Maggie 
Lichtenfels 

Owen Lichtenfels 
Dorothy Lipsius 
Eli Lipsius 

Alex Long 
Lauryn Long 
Lukas Lopez 
Grace Maffoni 
Luca Maffoni 
Anya Mangle 
Braden Mangle 
Lena Manheim 
Tessa Manheim 
Molly Manning 
Daphne 
Martonosi 

Ashley Matthews 
Taylor Matthews 
Caroline McCarty 
Meredith McCarty 
Lucas McCoy 
Lucille McGee 
Anders 
McKeever 

Gillian McKinney 
Jacob McKinney 
Kelly McMahon 
Bowen Meyer 
Ethan Meyer 
Levi Meyer 
Lucah Meyer 
Cadence Michael 
Daphne Miles 
Kole Miles 
Rowan Miles 
Sophia Miles 
Sydney Miles 
David Mondrus 
Ryan Mondrus 
Avery Moss 
Ellie Moss 
Zach Moss 
Lucien Muck 
Owen Mullikin 
Brendan Murphy 
Cullen Murphy 
Maryn Murphy 
Devon 
Musselman 

Olivia Nelsen 
Annie Nixon 
Marina Ochoa 
Brogan O'Connor 
Madeline 
O'Connor 

Kenna Odekirk-
Phelps 

John Oertel 
Oliver Oertel 
Jasper Ooms 
Tobias Ooms 

Cedric Orton-
Urbina 

Lauren Osler 
Santo Parras 
Aiden Pass 
Josephine Pass 
Beckett Perry 
Tucker Perry 
Braiden 
Peteranetz 

Geneva Peterson 
Vinh Peterson 
Rachel Phelps 
Hannah 
Podgorski 

Jackson 
Podgorski 

Marciano Poitra 
Matthew Pontow 
Rebecca Pontow 
Amelia Purdy 
Alexandra 
Reeves 

Aspen Reeves 
Camden Reeves 
Waverly Reeves 
Isabella Richards 
Maximilian 
Richards 

Emma Ricketts 
Macy Ricketts 
Rosie Risch 
Sawyer Risch 
Catalina 
Rodriguez 

Abigail Romero 
Grace Romero 
Perry Romero 
Jackson Rork 
Eleanora Rowe 
Anna Rudmann 
Leah Rudmann 
Ann Rudnick 
Emily Rudnick 
Samantha 
Rudnick 

Ben Ruedebusch 
Abby Sampson 
Ben Sampson 
Jacob Sampson 
Colby Sarsfield 
Skylar Sarsfield 
Mikaila Saucedo 
Riley Scheffel 
Landon 
Schlossinger 

Miles 
Schooleman 

Aspen Schroeder 
Hayden Schwartz 
Weston Schwartz 
Wylie Schwartz 
Isabelle Sease 
August Segelke 
Berkley Segelke 
Adin Serota 
Ryan Serota 
Emma Shimonek 
Alex Skibby 
Molly Smith 
Reed Smith 

Caroline Smits 
Katherine Smits 
Declan Soane 
Jed Solomon 
Reese Steinberg 
Brian Sullivan 
John Sullivan 
Michael Sullivan 
Ruby Sumners 
Peter Sweeney 
Daelin Swenson 
Taylor Tamblyn 
Malcolm Taylor 
Melusine Taylor 
Carson Tennery 
Connor Teter 
Jackson Thomas 
Tanner Thomas 
Blake Thurman 
Cameron Todd 
Grace Todd 
Kate Todd 
Lane Todd 
Annabelle 
Torgove 

Morrison Tulloch 
Josip Turk 
Chet Turner 
Kaia Tust 
Lily Urban 
Rachel Urban 
Michael Varveris 
Charles Vidal 
Maxwell Vidal 
Samuel 
Visitacion 

Evelyn Vogt 
Emma Walker 
Fynian Walker 
Chester Wallace 
Quentin Wallace 
Tess Wallace 
Grady Ward 
Ryder Ward 
Tess Ware 
Hattie West-
nedge 

Reed Westnedge 
Aleece White 
Avery Wilbanks 
Ashlyn Wills 
Emma Wilson 
Sarah Wilson 
Christopher 
Witwer 

Jeffrey Witwer 
Carson 
Woodberry 

Eleanor 
Woodward 

Robert 
Woodward 

Amanda Woolley 
Sophia Woolley 
Sophie Wright 
Colin Yakely 
Evan Yakely 
George Yetter 
Charles Young 
Penelope Young 

Progeny for Knighthood II, 2016 
 



Colorado Gives Day, Tuesday, December 6th   
 

Colorado Gives Day, Tuesday, December 6th!  This is our 4th year participating in the annual Colorado Gives Day; this is 

another super easy way to support Camp and make every dollar of your gift go farther.   On Dec 6th, 

every gift to GG (up to $40,000) will be matched dollar for dollar!    Additionally, for every 30 

donations we receive we are entered into cash prize drawings! Please log onto 

www.coloradogives.org  then type “Geneva Glen Camp” in the search for a non-profit box to see the 

GG page.  Donating is easy and you can register your donation TODAY  and it will be processed on 

December 6th!!  NOTE: Anyone in Colorado or out of state can participate! 

The easiest way possible to donate to GG – 

shopping on Amazon! 

Geneva Glen is part of AmazonSmile and Holiday 
shopping is just around the corner! Your Amazon 
purchases support Camp - Amazon donates 0.5% of the 

price of your AmazonSmile 
purchases to Geneva Glen. This is 
the same Amazon you know – 
exactly the same products, same 
prices, same service. Signing up 
is super easy and you can support 

GG by shopping at www.smile.amazon.com  

Donate your old car to Camp!   
Yes, you read that right — Geneva Glen is now 

accepting your car donations.   
Call Molly for information: 303-697-4621 ext. 21 

Are you over 70½?    You can donate your IRA 
“Required Distribution” to Camp! It’s so easy, and you 
can designate all or a portion of your required distri-
bution to Geneva Glen and reduce/eliminate the tax  
ramifications! Speak to your IRA manager and ask to 
direct your distribution to GG! 

Quiz: name a counselor 

Name three boys 

Which dorm? 

What year!!? 

http://www.coloradogives.org
http://www.smile.amazon.com

